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Abstract
Four dfferent tvpes of ommercial TFET input operational ampLifi ers were with

ionizing radiation under a variety of test conditions. Al) experienced significant increases in input offset
voltage (Vos). Ncroprobe measurement of the electrical characteristics of the de-coupled input JFETs
demonstrates that the increase in Vos is a result of the mismatch of the degraded =s.

Introduction
It has ben demonsu-4ed in several sudies 141 that the most sensitive electrical parameter for

JFET input operational ampLifiers is the input offset voltage, Vos, when the circuits are irradiated under
bias at low dose rate 1-51 or at elevated temperature 3-51. In the first papers TepOrting thi rsponse
21 it was postulated that the cause of the increase in Vos was the degradation of the lateral prip current
source transistors in the second stage of the operational amplifier. In a recent study by Flarnent, et al, 3]
it was shown that the offset voltage is determined primarily by the first stage of the amplifier, and that the
value of Vos is determined by the difference in the gate voltage of the two input JFETs at a constant drain
Current. Many discrete =s have been shown to be very resistant to total dose degradation, primarily
b=use they are majority career devices and the conduction channel is subsurface. However, as pointed
in reference 3 integrated circuit JFETs often have a parasitic MOSFET element in their sructure that is
1jery sensitive to total dose, especially at low dose rate or elevated temperature. Thus while most discrete
.1FETs would not be expected to show siznificant degradation below I Mrad (SiO2), integrated circw't
JFETs may show significant degradation of drain current and pinchoff voltage at a f�w Os of krad(SiO:!).
Althouoh a stronjZ case was made for the degraded Vos mechanism in reference 3 the actual device data
were based on test structures and discrete transistors, not the actual Mitegrated circuit JFETs. In tl-�s paper
we w'II show that the actual circuit put FET pair electrical characteristics of degraded circuits can
-xpl n the degraded Vos.

Expcnrnent:� J=a!is
Th�- JFET incur op.,ratiorml -impfifi.-Ts used for &,is were purchased as commercial off-thc-

Each,)fth-f3urt)artn-D-s.OPI;.PMIS6.OP4l-andOP249,%-asfroma
sinaL date c:)de lot. and all were manufactured b%- Analoa Dev:ces (formcriv PM0. The parts were
zurchased n hermeEically sealed packages. !,�nt PM dual-in-ilm, for the single amplifiers and 14 pn dual-fi
In-hric for th.- dial arriph er OP2�49). Te parts were uscd for a study to validate hardness assurance
tests that -av- ben poposed to address enhanced low dos� rte sensimiry, ELDRS, in bipolar itnear
x-cults 4, 5. The irradiat-ionEest procedures and tst conditions hav b= described fuliv in rference

5. For this sudy parts that had been exposed at IO mrad(SiO--).i s to a total dose of 70 krad(SIODwerce
selected for detailed examination, along with samples that had not been irradiated. One unexposed and
one xposed sample of each part type was slected. Each part was electrically tested to verif�, that Vos
was still dcarad.-d o he xposed parts ie. n significant anealing had taken place since exposure. T12

Vo radings on the exposed parts were all wthin a ew in\' ofti'tic post irradiation readings, and uliz Vos

-)n h-unexposed parts were all < mV. The pack= lids wcrc removed and a photomicrograph was
:a.k-n of,=-h die time. It as 1ca:nci trorn -ho photcnncrozrap�s that he OP! 5 and PMI i6 d!c IZ

Acritical in lavout. down to L-iL sarn.: hip re.;,.ase daECS. T.; _-xolains thc ricarlv identical rad'ation
-cspon T1

se sown reference -or th��sc two part -,pes he diclectric, overcoat was removed to alow

easy separation of metal lines to isolate the ndividual nput JFETs. Each dc-coupled JFET was mcasumd
nstics using mi ntact to the source. dmn

,or the standard drai ad Late -V characto croorobes to make co'

and ate.
.Work funded b%- Defense Tn:-,a' P,:jucuon Agcncy un,4,: NSWC _-antrac: NOO 6 -97-D-00 I 3 ,
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Experimental Results
The gate characteristics were measured by monitoring the drain current, id, vs. gate voltage, Vc

for several steps of source to drain voltage, Vds, from OV to -5V. Vg was swept from OV to 3V. he
cate characteristics (at Vds = 5V) for the two input JFETs, J I and J2, are shown Figures 14 for the
four parts types, P42, Op249, P15 and PM156, respectively. The two curves with solid circles and
Squares are for the uexposed circuit (U) and the two curves with solid mingles and diamonds are for the
exposed circuit ). Each of the I-V characteristics are shown on serrilog plots to emphasize the
subthreshold region and more clearly show the pinchoff voltage, Vpo. In Figure I the P42 shows a
large sit ' Vpo of about 0.7V. he degradation of Vpo for the other exposed JFETs is much less. Li
all four cases, however, the two exposed JFETs show a separation of the curves, whereas the two
unexpostd, curves are nearly dentical. To better show the separation of the xposed FET irs, the IN
characten'stics are shown as linear plots in Figures 8,"Ith the scales expanded. The separation of gate
voltages for J I and J2 at a fixtd drain current determines the value of Vos. Table is a comparison ofthe
post irradiation value of Vos And the separation of Vg(J 1) and Vg(J2) for each of the part types showL'lg
the excellent correlation between post rad Vos and the difference in gate voltages.

Table 1, Comparison of post rad Vos and Vg(J I) -Vg(J2)
Cacwt type postrad Vos Vg(J I-Vg(J2)

(mv) (MV)
OP42 35 28
OP249 1 5 1 0
OP 15 3 2 3 8
PM156 3 3 40

cmiclusion
In this study we have prw=ted data that provide direct: support for the conclusions drawn in

M ence 3 concerning the source of the total dose induced change m Vos m JFET mput ope=onal
amplifiers. Nficroprobe electrical on de�coupled 'input HEM in actual kradiaW NET
input operational amplifiers have demonstrated that the Vos can be explained by the difference in the gate
voltage of the input pair at a constant drain current. In the final paper we will show cross sections of the
actual circuit FETs to identify the parasitic MOSFET that causes the degradation of the ET. We will
also show the results of SPICE circuit smulations that show how the degraded JFET electrical
characteristics give rise to the post irradiation Vos.
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